GENERAL LAND USE PLAN
FARMINGTON CITY

AMMENDED 12/16/2008

Note: Accompanying text provides greater information for each area, which supercedes this map.

LEGEND
LAND USE
AG - AGRICULTURE PRESERVATION VERY LOW DENSITY
DR - DEVELOPMENT RESTRICTIONS, VERY LOW DENSITY, AND/OR AGRICULTURAL OPEN SPACE
CR - COMMERCIAL RECREATION
GC - GENERAL COMMERCIAL
CMU - COMMERCIAL MIXED USE
O/BP - OFFICE/BUSINESS PARK
CA/BP - CLASS A BUSINESS PARK
LM - LIGHT MANUFACTURING
LDR - LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL
MDR - MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL
NMU - NEIGHBORHOOD MIXED USE
RRD - RURAL RESIDENTIAL DENSITY
MU/B - MIXED USE - BUSINESS, MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL, LIGHT COMMERCIAL
TMU - TRANSPORTATION MIXED USE
PPR - PUBLIC/PRIVATE RECREATION OPEN SPACE AND OR PARKS VERY LOW DENSITY
1/2 MILE RADIUS CORRIDOR
FARMINGTON CITY BOUNDARY